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Nothing quite beats the drama of
taking a penalty in a high-stakes
football match. 

When the penalty taker walks towards
the spot and puts the ball down to
take aim, many things go through his
mind. Some of these thoughts are
instinctive, based on the countless
times he took the penalties during
practice. 



Some of them are more deliberate in
nature, as the penalty taker reflects on
all the things he knows - how the
ongoing match is poised delicately
dependent on the outcome of his
penalty, how he heard stories about
the shot-stopping prowess of the
goalkeeper he is about to face and
how last night after training coach
advised him not to overthink before
shooting. 

As he balances so many paradoxical
thoughts in his mind in such a high-
stress situation, it only makes sense
that the player should utilize the best
possible strategy available to him to
ensure success. 

But like many things in life,
knowing what is the best
solution and actually following it
are completely different things.



If that were the case, all of us would be
spending hours in the gym every day,
save money for the rainy day and do a
pre-cautionary prostate exam every
year after 40.

Data taken from football matches tell
us, in every 4 out of 5 penalties taken,
the goalkeeper will always choose a
side and jump, giving the penalty taken
straight down the middle a
significantly higher chance to go inside. 

Knowing that piece of information,
how many footballers do you think are
shooting down the middle? 

Doesn’t matter if you are a football
lover or not, you probably know the
answer. 



So the big mystery is not that the
footballers commit such acts
knowingly during taking a
penalty. It’s why they do so
continuously. 

The answer has profound implications.
If as a footballer you shoot to any side
during a penalty and the goalkeeper
saves it, you give the appearance that
you tried something smart, albeit
conventional, but it failed. 

It hurts a lot. Just ask Roberto Baggio,
the famous Italian forward whose
missed penalty in World Cup Football
1994 handed Italy the defeat against
Brazil. But people, in the long run, will
forgive you for giving your best effort. 

If you, by any chance, shoot down the
middle and the goalkeeper stops the
shot, you will be branded as stupid and
complacent. And no one likes to be
branded as stupid and complacent. 



In more ways than one, brand
marketers are like those penalty-taking
footballers. A lot has been written
about brand marketing. A lot of
knowledge is transferred to us through
books, research, and training. But
knowing that, we still keep on making
stupid, if not horrific, brand marketing
mistakes. 

Clearly, knowing something does
not necessarily mean doing it.

There are many reasons why we don’t
get the brand-building right. This book
tries to get to the heart of that by
going back to basics. 

For starters, we try to understand
what we mistakenly assume as good
brand building but actually is not. 



Then we move on to how we can get
the best out of our brand-building
activities by systematically tackling all
key strategic elements – product,
positioning, growth, pricing,
promotion, target market etc.

The idea of the book is to keep things
simple, so we have 10 short write-ups
that deal with 10 right usages of
strategic elements.

In this journey, let us start by trying to
understand why after spending so
much time from board room to
classroom in giving lip service to brand
building, still so many of us get brand
building wrong. 



A simple reason is brand building by
essence is an exercise in something
intangible, conceptual, and ambiguous.

The human mind struggles with
intangible, conceptual, and
ambiguous things. 

To circumvent that, we replace
intangible brand building exercise with
something more tangible, like product
or service quality enhancing exercise.
The assumption is if we make good
quality products followed by good
quality advertising, it should
automatically sell. 

But we will come to know later in the
book, that quality is a mysterious
animal and the straightforward
equation of high quality leading to high
sales doesn’t work out that way all the
time.



We often assume a brand can be built
in a controlled and direct way. We
assume a brand is something that can
be tested in laboratories, built in
factories, communicated in
advertisements, and sold in shops. 

But in truth brands are built indirectly
through touch-points that are not easy
to control like how retailers are
answering queries about your brand or
how one consumer is commenting on
social media about a bad product
experience. 

Brands are built indirectly
through forming mental
associations rather than directly
reading an advertisement copy. 

That’s why executives run away from
proper brand building exercise.
Because it’s often very difficult to
control.



Another reason why people get brand
building wrong is people assume, like
everything in life, the impact of brand
building will be immediate. 

A brand is supposed to be a long term
asset that needs long term investment. 

Instead, the money spent behind
branding is often seen as
“expenditure” and not
“investment” and brand
custodians often become
restless when the brand is not
generating the return it is
supposed to in the short run.

A not so obvious issue with brand
marketing is everyone assumes brand
building is the brand or marketing
team’s job. Branding is too big a deal
and too grand in scope to be kept as
the sole responsibility of the brand
department. 



Brands are built by creating a
compelling brand experience at every
consumer touchpoint by delivering the
brand value through every customer
interaction

Can brand manager control each and
every aspect of the business
interaction that takes place between
the customer and the brand - like sales,
after-sales service, hotline attending
rituals, invoice preparation timeliness,
dealer payment process, social media
monitoring, etc? 

Most organizational brand managers
cannot. That’s why brand building
responsibility starts at the very top. 

The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) in
essence should become the Chief
Branding Officer, whose job would be
to become the biggest champion of
the brand to the outside stakeholders.



And contrary to conventional wisdom,
the human resources department has a
big role to play in brand building. All
top organizations have redefined the
roles of human resources from a
support function to a business
partnership function.

Some of the traditional functions of
human resources has been outsourced
to make human resources managers
focus on creating a culture that fosters
the delivery of brand promise via
customer experience. 

Getting brand-building right is a
Himalayan task under normal
circumstances. Getting it right in the
digital era which comes with a whole
set of additional challenges is another
matter completely. 

That's where this book comes in. 



Brand was THE buzzword for business
magazines and THE saving grace for
mediocre marketing for many years. 

Not any more. 

The column inches that the brand used
to get are now dominated by digital.
The mediocrity of the majority of
brand-building work is out in the open
due to social media. 

Everyone has an opinion. Everything is
challenged and changed. 

The old rules of focused brand
building, long-term strategic thinking,
and end-to-end control of messaging
seem outdated. The digital world
wants everything scalable, agile,
tactical, uncontrolled. 



With such a new world order, slowly
the doubt started to creep in. 

Is brand still the omnipotent
force that it used to be? 

Is brand at all relevant or is it like an
outdated patriarch that is slowly losing
its grip on reality as the digital mindset
is ushered in?

This book argues that within the chaos
of the digital landscape, brand-building
is even more relevant now than ever.

As 100-year-old dominant
businesses get disrupted by agile
start-ups, the brand is the only
line of defense against such an
attack.  



But for that to happen brand
building needs to get back to
basics that made it such a potent
force in the first place - its ability
to create magic in human
perception. 

Brand is the only tool we have that can
make 1+1=3 because it deals with the
intangibles - concepts, perceptions,
and human psychology. 

To let the magic of brand building run
its course, we need to do the
fundamentals right. This book is a
reminder for that, reducing each
element of brand building arsenal -
target market, product, positioning,
portfolio, pricing, communication,
strategy - to its absolute core to
demystify them for future brand
builders. 



This book shows what we need to do
differently in an agile, digital world for
effective brand-building. 

But more importantly, the book also
shows what we do NOT need to do
differently because what brought us
success till now, can still bring us
success for many more years. 

To understand the difference between
those two, we need to start at the
beginning.  
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F I R S T  T H I N G S  F I R S T :
U N D E R S T A N D  W H A T
B R A N D  B U I L D I N G  I S



From the previous section's discussion,
it is evident that if building a brand is
like driving a car, we have been driving
on the wrong side of the street. 

Which begs the question - which is the
right way? 

To answer that, we have to understand
what a brand really is.

There are many definitions of a brand
in many books. Definitions are
important when you are trying to
explain something to someone for the
first time. 



But for most people who think they
know what brand is - but actually don't
- clarity is needed, more than
definition. And for crystal clear
undisputed clarity, we need to strip
something down to its absolute bare
form.

When we strip away the
unnecessary complexity, we see
that a brand is actually nothing
but a feeling or perception. 

It might seem massively oversimplified
that something that is so important for
so long - from board rooms to online
shops, from brand managers to front-
line customer service personnel - is
nothing more than an emotion. 

But let’s dwell on it further.



The moment we utter the names of
different brands, through some directly
or indirectly formed mental
associations, some words come to our
mind. 

McDonald's - cheap, unhealthy yummy
burger. 

Mercedes - expensive, luxury cars. 

Donald Trump - bad, bad president. 

In a way those simple, few words make
or break your reputation which makes
or breaks your business. That is pretty
much all there is to it. 

These associations that readily come to
our mind is what brand building is all
about. It’s all intangible. It’s all
perception. And the same rule applies
to all kinds of brands – be it a person or
a candy or a place.



This has big implications for marketers.

Suppose we ask someone what is the
best quality burger in town. Many
people will cite different brands from
McDonald's to Burger King to many
small gourmet joints to pub burgers. 

Everyone has their own personal
favorite. If we ask people the reason
for choosing that particular burger as
the best in town, they will cite many
reasons related to quality and will
vehemently defend their choice why
they strongly believe the one they are
saying is the undisputed best quality in
town.

If we put on a rational hat, we can see
there are some big holes in this logic.



Firstly, when we claim the undisputed
superiority of our preferred burger
over others, it is not a rigorous and
rational claim based on a properly done
survey with representative samples.
Most likely, a person has made that
claim after eating in less than 5% of the
total number of burger shops in his
town.

And that is perfectly fine. None can or
should eat in every single burger joint
in town to make a more broad and
objective comparison between all the
burgers. We eat a few, hear about a
few, and then subjectively make up our
mind based on mostly a whimsical
combination of our personal and other
people's described experiences. 

And then we claim that the best burger
we ever had is definitely not in the 95%
of burger places which we never ever
experienced. 



Secondly, when we go through the
process of evaluating the taste of a
burger, we don’t turn that burger-
eating experience into a scientific
process. 

We don't take multiple burgers from
different shops, de-construct them in a
lab, and then create an excel sheet
based on different criteria to see which
is the best burger in town. As
mentioned before, this evaluation
process is not a scientific, objective
process. 

In fact, most human purchase
decisions are irrational and
driven by emotions and
perception of quality, not actual
quality. 



That's where a brand is creating its
magic - by creating a perception where
none exists. 

In brand marketing perception is
everything. Perception is brand, brand
is perception. 

You might have the best cows in the
world that grew up eating organic grass
and listening to classical music, you
may have the best source and cut of
meat, the best ratio of bun to the patty,
and the highest quality ingredients in
your special house-made sauce. 

But it doesn't matter if your burger is
not perceived as "ok" by a bunch of
teenagers. 

Building that perception is building a
brand. And that's one of the reasons
why brand building is such an
important thing.



Another reason brand building is
so important is because it is like
an insurance for you to ensure
that your current success will
continue as a future success. 

There are a lot of organizations and
entrepreneurs who neither know nor
invest in structured brand-building
initiatives, but they are extremely
successful. 

They might argue the case that if they
can be so successful without any
investment in brand building, what’s
really the point of wasting good, hard-
earned money behind large
investments like brand building? 

Why spend money on brand building at
all when you are already successful
without it? 



The answer to that is your current
success is not a guarantee to future
success unless you have a powerful
brand that can protect you like a shield
against future mistakes and tough
competitions. 

There might be many reasons why you
are successful now. 

Maybe you are enjoying success
because you can charge lower than
anyone thanks to your deep pocket. 

Maybe your competition is stupid. 

Maybe you operate in a situation
where there aren't many competitors at
all. 

There can be multiple conditions
behind your success. 



But all of these conditions might
change.

And just like that, all your recipe for
success might change. 

Your sector might invite too many
competitors. 

The chef you are so banking on just
died, taking the recipe with him. 

Disasters can strike anytime. The only
way you can ensure that your current
success will continue as a future
success is by building a brand. 

For that, you need to come out of
that myopic “build and sell”
mentality and develop a “build
and brand” mentality. 
 



That brand name you created will work
as insurance and a symbol of trust,
even when your days are bad. 

Invest in the brand, not only for the
sunny optimistic days of growth but
also for those rainy days in the future.

Many people who don't understand
brand-building, look at any money
spent behind brand-building as an
expenditure. That's a completely wrong
way of looking at it. 

Money spent behind brand-
building is like an investment, not
an expenditure.

What is the difference between
expenditure and investment? 



If you want to buy an extra pair of
jeans because you think you deserve it
after a month of long, hard work; that's
an expenditure. 

But whereas money that you put aside
in a term deposit or insurance, knowing
that not today but someday in a distant
future it will come in handy, that's an
investment. 

That's the right way to look at brand
building. As an investment.

Everything in brand marketing
comes down to two words -
value and perception. You need
to create the right value and then
you need to communicate that
value to create the right
perception. 



Think of value & perception like the left
hand and right hand of brand-building.
They are both linked with each other
and they are both so important that
you can’t really do anything in brand-
building without them.


